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Abstract: Active transit signal priority (TSP) is used more conveniently and widely than the other
strategies for real-world signal controllers. However, the active TSP strategies of real-world signal
controllers use the first-come-first-served rule to respond to any active TSP request and are not
effective at responding to the number of bus arrivals. With or without the green extension strategy,
the active TSP has little impact on the final green time of priority phase, even in the case where more
buses arrive during the priority phase. The reduced green time of early green strategy is relatively
large when a bus arrives, and it would be worse when more buses arrive, the active TSP has a big
adverse impact on the final green time of the non-priority phase. Therefore, the active TSP strategies of
real-world signal controllers cannot handle the downtown intersection where many bus lines converge
or where many buses arrive in a signal cycle during the evening rush hour. Traffic engineers need to
do much work to optimize the TSP parameters before field application. Consequently, it is necessary
to improve the TSP strategy of the real-world signal controllers for the intersections with a lot of
bus arrivals. In order to achieve that objective, the authors present the CNOB (cumulative number
of buses) TSP strategy based on the Siemens 2070 signal controller. The TSP strategy extends the
max call time according to the number of buses in the arrival section when priority phases are active.
The TSP strategy truncates the green time according to the number of buses in the storage section
when non-priority phases are active. The experiment’s result shows that the CNOB TSP strategy
can not only significantly reduce the average delay per person without using TSP optimization but
can also reduce the adverse impact on the general vehicles of non-bus-priority approaches for the
intersections with a lot of bus arrivals. Additionally, because the system dynamically adjusts, traffic
engineers do not need to do much optimization work before the TSP implementation.

Keywords: transit signal priority; active priority; CNOB TSP strategy; green extension strategy; early
green strategy; signal controller; TSP optimization

1. Introduction

Traffic congestion is already one of the greatest issues in many cities [1,2]. An efficient public transit
system has great potential to reduce traffic congestion, vehicle emissions, and energy consumption
in urban areas [3]. However, the uncertainty of the travel time of buses that may be caused by the
uncertainty of dwell time for passenger loading and unloading, the delay of traffic signal control
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at an intersection, and the delay of traffic congestion along the bus routes will affect the service
level of public transit systems [4]. Transit signal priority (TSP) is regarded as a cost-effective way to
solve the current congestion in urban areas [5,6]. TSP is a control strategy that provides priority for
buses through signalized intersections while minimizing the adverse impacts of the non-bus-priority
approaches [5,7–9]. It is widely accepted as a viable solution to reduce the delay of buses and ensure
bus schedule adherence [1,5,10,11].

TSP strategies can be divided into passive priority, active priority, and real-time priority [12].
Passive priority strategy only optimizes the off-line timing program and does not need to detect
whether there is a bus arrival. Active priority strategy checks whether there is a bus arrival and
determines whether to give a priority signal. In real-time priority strategy, bus priority signal is
given based on real-time detection data, including bus data and general vehicle data, and an objective
function is developed to optimize a signal timing plan. So far, active priority is used more conveniently
and widely than the other strategies for real-world signal controllers [5].

Different active TSP strategies have a different impact on the TSP implementation efficiency [13–29].
Therefore, there are many studies that try to improve the TSP implementation efficiency for active
TSP strategy. The improvement measures for active TSP strategy have been discussed in four aspects.
Firstly, transit schedule information and transit priority weight are used to give active TSP to the
late public traffic vehicles [13–17]. Saturation degree restriction of non-bus-priority approaches is
considered to give active TSP to buses [18–20]. The bus information, general vehicle information, and
passenger information are calculated to give active TSP to buses [14,21,22]. Lockout rules which will
stop responding to any priority request after accepting a successful priority request are applied to give
active TSP to buses [23,24]. With these conditional or partial priority improvements, the active TSP
can significantly improve the bus travel times with little effect on crossing street delays. Secondly,
the signal compensation strategy for non-priority approaches is considered after giving active TSP to
buses [19,25,26]. With green time compensation, the service level of non-bus-priority approaches will
be maintained at an acceptable level. Thirdly, bus information, general vehicle information, arterial
phase design, arterial signal timing, and green time compensation after giving active TSP to buses
are considered to keep the arterial coordination control [21,25,27]. With the algorithm improvements,
the active TSP can apply for arterial coordination control to meet the traffic demands of buses and
general vehicles. Finally, the factors such as detector location, detection time prediction for buses,
and mechanisms for providing green extension are considered to improve the active TSP control
logic [14,18,28,29]. With the control logic improvements, the execution efficiency of active TSP can be
significantly improved.

Although the improvement studies for active TSP are many, relatively few studies focus on the
control logics and parameters of real-world signal controllers. For example, there are three problems
for SIESC2070 (abbreviations refer to Siemens signal controller 2070, which is produced by Siemens
Energy&Automation Co., Ltd., Chicago, IL, USA).

Firstly, according to the requirements for providing priority, the TSP type of the SIESC2070 is
classified as an unconditional priority. SIESC2070 only accepts bus detection impulses to run the TSP
control logic. The conditional TSP information, such as transit schedule information, general vehicle
information, saturation degree restriction of non-bus-priority approaches is not used to run the TSP
control logic. Under this condition, the TSP strategy of SIESC2070 may adversely impact the general
vehicles of non-bus-priority approaches. On the other hand, the real-world signal controllers like
SIESC2070 or Hisense SC3080 (abbreviations refer to Hisense signal controller 3080, which is produced
by Hisense Network Technology Co., Ltd., Qingdao, China) use the first-come-first-served (FCFS) rule
to respond to any active TSP request and do not use the cumulative number of bus arrivals [23]. For the
intersections with a lot of bus arrivals, giving an active TSP to a late bus will affect the other buses
which run normally, especially when non-priority phases are active. Therefore, limiting the number
of TSP requests and only sending the TSP requests for the late buses cannot effectively improve the
schedule adherence of all buses at the intersections with a lot of bus arrivals.
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Secondly, if the buses arrive and pass the stop line during the minimum green time of the priority
phase, they do not need to send a priority request to trigger the green extension strategy. If the buses
arrive but cannot pass the stop line during the end of minimum green time when the priority phase is
active, they need to send a priority request to trigger the green extension strategy. Therefore, the trigger
probability that the final green time exceeds the minimum green time is relatively low when the
priority phase is active [30]. From the hardware-in-the-loop simulation for SIESC2070, the times that
the final green time exceeds the minimum green time are relatively small even in the case of more
buses arriving during the period of the priority phase [12,23,31,32]. Therefore, with or without the
green extension strategy, the active TSP has little impact on the final green time of the priority phase.
The green extension strategy of SIESC2070 cannot effectively adjust the green time of the priority
phase to match the random arrival of buses, especially for the intersections with a lot of arriving buses.
Therefore, the green extension strategy of SIESC2070 often fails to offer an efficient solution to reduce
the average delay per person at the intersection [33].

Thirdly, for the early green strategy of SIESC2070, if a bus arrives and is detected during a
non-priority phase, the final green time of this non-priority phase will be reduced to its minimum
green time if the elapsed time of this non-priority phase is smaller than its minimum green time,
or this non-priority phase will be switched to the next phase immediately if the elapsed time of this
non-priority phase is larger than its minimum green time. And more importantly, for all the subsequent
non-priority phases, their final green time will be reduced to their minimum green time whether a bus
arrives or not. Therefore, the reduced green time of the early green strategy is relatively large when a
bus arrives, and it would be worse when more buses arrive. The early green strategy of SIESC2070 will
cause a big adverse impact on the general vehicles of non-bus-priority approaches [33].

Letting more buses pass the stop line during the end of the green time period when the priority
phase is active will significantly reduce the average delay per person at the intersection, and limiting
the reduced green time of non-priority phases reasonably will reduce the adverse impact on the general
vehicles of non-bus-priority approaches. However, from the above analysis, it is difficult for the TSP
strategy of real-world signal controllers to achieve these two control objectives at the downtown
intersections where many bus lines converge or where many buses arrive in a signal cycle during the
evening rush hour. Traffic engineers need to do much work to optimize the TSP parameters before
field application. Consequently, it is necessary to improve the TSP strategy of the real-world signal
controllers for the intersections with a lot of bus arrivals.

This paper presents an improved TSP strategy based on the Siemens 2070 signal controller for the
intersections with a lot of bus arrivals. Considering the detection and operation cost for the active TSP
module, the improved TSP strategy only adds two more bus detections than the previous TSP strategy
for every bus arrival. The improved TSP strategy considers the cumulative number of buses to run
the TSP control logic, so the improved TSP strategy is named as CNOB TSP strategy. The CNOB TSP
strategy extends the max call time according to the number of buses in the arrival section when priority
phases are active. This improvement can effectively adjust the max call time of the priority phase to
match the random arrival of buses and improve the efficiency of the green extension strategy. The
CNOB TSP strategy truncates the green time according to the number of buses in the storage section
when non-priority phases are active. This improvement can reasonably control the reduced green time
of non-priority phases and improve the rationality of the early green strategy. With these settings,
the CNOB TSP strategy can take advantage of active priority and real-time priority. The CNOB TSP
strategy can not only significantly reduce the average delay per person without using TSP optimization
but can also reduce the adverse impact on the general vehicles of non-bus-priority approaches for the
intersections with a lot of bus arrivals. Traffic engineers do not need to do much optimization work
before TSP implementation.

According to the respond mode for active TSP requests, this paper calls the previous TSP strategy
as the FCFS TSP strategy. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes
the structures and parameters of the FCFS TSP strategy and CNOB TSP strategy. Section 3 describes
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the experiment design for testing the new TSP strategy, and Section 4 analyzes and discusses the
experiment results. Finally, the conclusions and limitations of the work are discussed in Section 5.

2. TSP Strategy Analysis

The CNOB TSP strategy (shown in Figure 1) is based upon the TSP strategy structure available in
the Siemens 2070 signal controller. The TSP strategy of the Siemens 2070 is an active priority strategy.
It uses the green extension strategy and early green strategy.
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Figure 1. The bus detection line settings of the CNOB (cumulative number of buses) TSP (transit signal
priority) strategy.

2.1. FCFS TSP Strategy

The FCFS TSP strategy contains two sub-strategies. One is the green extension strategy for the
priority phase, and the other is the early green strategy for the non-priority phase.

2.1.1. Priority Phase

The TSP control logic of the priority phase is shown in Figure 2. The final green time of the priority
phase depends on the bus arrival information at the TSP request line (shown in Figure 1).

(1) No bus arrival
The range of green time for the priority phase is controlled by its own minimum green time and

maximum green time parameters. If no bus sends a TSP request, the final green time of the priority
phase is fixed at the minimum green time when the priority phase is active (shown in Figure 2).

(2) Bus arrival
If at least one bus sends a TSP request, the final green time relates to three key TSP parameters,

Max_call time, Extend time, Duration time (the parameter explanations are shown in Table 1).
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Table 1. Parameter and Explanation.

Parameter Explanation

SystemTime The system time of signal controller (Sec.)
Running_Frequence The running times in one second (times/Sec.)
Cycle_ElapsedTime The elapsed time of current signal cycle (Sec.)

Priority_Phase_Green The green time period of priority phase
Non-priority_Phase_Green The green time period of non-priority phase

Phase_ElapsedTime The elapsed time of the current signal phase (Sec.)
Final_GreenTime The green time of signal phase that real-timely calculated by TSP strategy (Sec.)

Phase_Amber Change the current status of signal phase to amber
Phase_Green Change the current status of signal phase to green

Min_GreenTime The minimum green time of signal phase (Sec.)
Max_GreenTime The maximum green time of signal phase (Sec.)

Early_Green Boolean used to judge whether at least one bus passes the TSP request line
when any non-priority phase is active

Max_call The maximum time that a priority call for bus may remain active and be
considered valid (Sec.) [24]

Extend
The time which is added to the end of each priority call when the assigned

phase is green, during the period of Extend time, the signal controllers will not
respond to any priority call (Sec.) [24]

Duration The extension of green time when a priority call occurs (Sec.) [24]

ElapsedTime_Of_PreviousPhases The total green time of the previous signal phases that do not include the
current signal phase (Sec.)
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Table 1. Cont.

Parameter Explanation

Arrival_Sets The data sets that use to record the bus arrival information in the arrival section

Storage_Sets The data sets that use to record the bus storage information in the
storage section

SumOfBuses_Arrival The number of buses in the arrival section
SumOfBuses_Storage The number of buses in the storage section

Threshold_Arr[i] The maximum allowed value of buses in the arrival section that will be
accepted by the signal controller for the i-th priority phase

Threshold_Sto[i] The maximum allowed value of buses in the storage section that will be
accepted by the signal controller for the i-th non-priority phase

Increment[i] The unit extension time for one bus in arrival section for the i-th priority
phase (Sec.)

Decrement[i] The unit truncation time for one bus in storage section for the i-th non-priority
phase (Sec.)

If the headway of bus arrival is less than the Max_call time, the final green time of the priority
phase will increase by the Duration time (shown in Figure 3).
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If the headway of bus arrival is between the Max_call time and the sum of Max_call and Extend
time, the final green time of the priority phase will not add a Duration time (shown in Figure 3).

If the headway of bus arrival is larger than the sum of Max_call and Extend time, the signal
controller will accept the TSP requests again (shown in Figure 3).
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For the FCFS TSP strategy, the trigger probability that the final green time exceeds the minimum
green time is relatively low even in the case where more buses arrive during the priority phase [30].
Therefore, it is necessary to improve the TSP strategy of the real-world signal controllers to improve the
implementation efficiency of the green extension strategy for the intersections with a lot of bus arrivals.

2.1.2. Non-Priority Phase

The TSP control logic of the non-priority phase is shown in Figure 4. The final green time of the
non-priority phase depends on the bus arrival information at the TSP request line (shown in Figure 1).Sustainability 2019, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  8 of 24 
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(1) No bus arrival
The final green time of the non-priority phase is fixed at the maximum green time when non-priority

phase is active (shown in Figure 4).
(2) Bus arrival
If a bus arrives and is detected during a non-priority phase, the final green time of this non-priority

phase will be reduced to its minimum green time if the elapsed time of this non-priority phase is
smaller than its minimum green time, or this non-priority phase will be switched to the next phase
immediately if the elapsed time of this non-priority phase is larger than its minimum green time
(shown in Figure 3).

Moreover, for all the subsequent non-priority phases, the value of Early_Green (shown in Figure 3
and Table 1) parameter will be one (true) until the next priority phase is active, and their final green
time will be reduced to their minimum green time whether a bus arrives or not (shown in Figure 3).

For the FCFS TSP strategy, the trigger probability of the early green strategy is relatively high
in the case of more buses arriving during the non-priority phases [30]. Meanwhile, the truncation
extent of green time is relatively large. In this case, the FCFS TSP strategy often fails to minimize the
adverse impact on the general vehicles of non-bus-priority approaches. Therefore, it is necessary to
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improve the TSP strategy of the real-world signal controllers to adjust the control logic of the early
green strategy for the intersections with a lot of bus arrivals.

2.2. CNOB TSP Strategy

The CNOB TSP strategy also contains two sub-strategies, one is the green extension strategy for
the priority phase, and the other is the early green strategy for the non-priority signal strategy.

Figure 1 shows the bus detection line settings of the CNOB TSP strategy. The detection of buses
passing the detection line can be implemented by a GPS-based vehicle positioning system. The FCFS
TSP strategy only had the TSP request line. However, the CNOB TSP strategy adds two detection lines
onto the basis of the FCFS TSP strategy.

The first detection line is the arrival line. It is used to receive the bus arrival data. The number of
bus arrivals between the arrival line and the TSP request line will be used to calculate the value of
Max_call time for the priority phase. With the extension of Max_call time, the CNOB TSP strategy
can effectively adjust the max call time of the priority phase to match the random arrival of buses and
improve the implementation efficiency of green extension strategy for the intersections with a lot of
bus arrivals [30].

The second detection line is the departure line. It is used to release the bus data. The number of
storage buses between the TSP request line and the departure line will be used to calculate the final
green time of the non-priority phase. With the adjustment of control logic, the CNOB TSP strategy
will decrease the truncation extent of green time. The early green strategy is better suited for the
intersections with a lot of bus arrivals [30].

2.2.1. Priority Phase

The TSP control logic of the priority phase is shown in Figure 2. The final green time of the priority
phase relates to the number of bus arrivals in the arrival sections (shown in Figure 1).

(1) No bus arrival
The situation is the same as the FCFS TSP strategy (shown in Figure 2).
(2) Bus arrival
If at least one bus enters into the arrival section, the final green time relates to six key TSP parameters,

Max_call time, SumOfBuses_Arrival, Threshold_Arr[i], Increment[i], Extend time, Duration time (the
parameter explanations are shown in Table 1). The Max_call time will be extended by parameters
SumOfBuses_Arrival, Threshold_Arr[i], and Increment[i]. With the extension setting, the final green
time of the priority phase will be sensitive to the number of bus arrivals (shown in Figure 1).

Figure 5 shows the calculation process of parameter SumOfBuses_Arrival. The number of buses
in the arrival section is the value of parameter SumOfBuses_Arrival. The parameter Threshold_Arr[i]
is used as a limit to prevent an excessive increase of Max_call time.

If the value of SumOfBuses_Arrival is less than the value of Threshold_Arr[i] and the headway of
bus arrival is less than the sum of Max_call time, and SumOfBuses_Arrival multiplied by Increment[i],
the final green time of the priority phase will increase by a Duration time (shown in Figure 6). If the
value of SumOfBuses_Arrival is larger than the value of Threshold_Arr[i] and the headway of bus
arrival is less than the sum of Max_call time and Threshold_Arr[i] multiplied by Increment[i], the final
green time of the priority phase will increase by a Duration time (shown in Figure 6).

If the value of SumOfBuses_Arrival is less than the value of Threshold_Arr[i] and the headway of
bus arrival is larger than the sum of Max_call time, Extend, and SumOfBuses_Arrival multiplied by
Increment[i], the signal controller will accept the TSP requests again (shown in Figure 6). If the value
of SumOfBuses_Arrival is larger than the value of Threshold_Arr[i] and the headway of bus arrival
is larger than the sum of Max_call time, Extend, and Threshold_Arr[i] multiplied by Increment[i],
the signal controller will accept the TSP requests again (shown in Figure 6).
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2.2.2. Non-Priority Phase

The TSP control logic of the priority phase is shown in Figure 4. The final green time of the priority
phase relates to the number of bus arrivals in the storage sections (shown in Figure 1).

(1) No bus arrival
The situation is the same with the FCFS TSP strategy (shown in Figure 4).
(2) Bus arrival
If at least one bus enters the storage section, the final green time relates to three key TSP

parameters, SumOfBuses_ Storage, Threshold_Sto[i], Decrement[i] (the parameter explanations are
shown in Table 1). With the adjustment of the early green strategy, the final green time of the
non-priority phase will be sensitive to the number of buses that are still waiting before the intersection
stop line (shown in Figure 1).

Figure 6 shows the calculation process for the final green time of the non-priority phase. If the value
of Cycle_ElapsedTime is less than the sum of ElapsedTime_Of_PreviousPhases and Temp_Green (shown
in Formula (1)), the final green time of non-priority phase is equal to ElapsedTime_Of_PreviousPhases
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plus Temp_Green (shown in Figure 6). Otherwise, the final green time of the non-priority phase is
equal to Cycle_ElapsedTime minus ElapsedTime_Of_PreviousPhases (shown in Figure 6).

Temp_Green = Math.Max
{

Min_GreenTime
Max_GreenTime−Number_Buses ∗Decrement[i]

(1)

Number_Buses =

SumO f Buses_Storage SumO f Buses_Storage < Threshold_Sto[i]

Threshold_Sto[i] SumO f Buses_Storage >= Threshold_Sto[i]
(2)

Formula (1) is the calculation formula of temporary parameter Temp_Green. The temporary
parameter Number_Buses in Formula (1) is shown in Formula (2). In Formula (2), the number of
buses in the storage section is the value of parameter SumOfBuses_Storage (shown in Figure 5).
The parameter Threshold_Sto[i] is used to limit the excessive decrease of the final green time.

3. Experiment Design

This paper used VISSIM (abbreviations refer to German words, meaning Traffic in cities -
simulation model software, which is developed by PTV Co., Ltd., Karlsruhe, Germany) to evaluate the
effect of the CNOB TSP strategy. It used Visual Studio 2015-C# and VISSIM-COM programming to
model all the TSP strategy experiments. VISSIM is a behavior-based discrete traffic simulator that is
powerful in the evaluation of TSP strategies and scenarios [1,8]. Compared with the micro-simulation
software (e.g., CORSIM, which is developed by Federal Highway Administration, US, and AIMSUN,
which is developed by Aimsun SL Co., Ltd., Barcelona, Spain), VISSIM is good at modeling public
transit systems [34]. VISSIM is well designed for both general vehicles and buses [7,35]. VISSIM
is better at modeling bus stop information, bus service operations, and TSP control logic [34].
With COM programming, VISSIM can model most user-defined signal control logic [34,36]. We used
VISSIM-COM to model the FCFS TSP strategy that is gotten from Siemens 2070 signal controller by the
Hardware-in-the-loop simulation [23]. Based on the control logic of the FCFS TSP strategy, we also
used VISSIM-COM to model the CNOB TSP strategy.

3.1. Simulation Intersection

The simulated intersection is located in Beijing. It is the intersection of Nanyuan arterial road and
Jiujingzhuang Avenue. Figure 7 illustrates the map of the intersection geometry unit in meters. There
are two isolated lanes in the middle of Nanyuan arterial road. These two lanes are only used for the
bus rapid transit (BRT) vehicles. The arrival lines were placed 130 m upstream of the intersection stop
lines. The TSP request lines were placed 57 or 65 m upstream of the intersection stop lines. The bus
stops on the regular lanes were set by lay-by type.

3.2. Traffic Demand and Occupancy

Traffic data was collected from 17:00 to 19:00. The traffic volume was counted during the length
of the fixed signal cycle (184 s). The vehicle composition mainly consisted of general vehicles, regular
buses, BRT (Bus Rapid Transit) vehicles, and pedestrians. The labels of origin and destination (OD)
zones are shown in Figure 7. According to the results of traffic statistics, the traffic demand OD of
general vehicles is shown in Table 2, the traffic demand OD of BRT vehicles and regular buses is shown
in Table 3. In Table 3, the columns “O1–D4” and “O4–D1” relates to the regular buses. The columns
“O3–D6” and “O6–D3” relate to the BRT vehicles. The total volume of pedestrians and bikes was
3600 ped/h. The ratio between pedestrians and bikes is two to three. The occupancy of vehicle types in
different lanes is shown in Table 4.
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Table 2. The traffic demand OD (origin and destination) of general vehicles (veh/h).

Cycle
No

O1–
D4

O1–
D7

O2–
D5

O2–
D8

O4–
D1

O4–
D8

O5–
D2

O5–
D7

O7–
D2

O7–
D5

O7–
D8

O8–
D2

O8–
D5

O8–
D7

1 137 98 743 78 20 157 1507 274 20 78 20 98 176 39
2 235 20 939 137 117 117 1193 78 137 59 0 59 117 157
3 352 39 587 98 0 215 1350 313 137 117 39 20 215 176
4 254 20 1096 39 39 137 1154 274 137 137 39 20 293 117
5 235 20 1585 117 39 117 1507 215 20 98 20 20 235 137
6 313 0 1252 78 78 157 1409 254 78 157 20 20 235 137
7 157 0 1487 98 59 137 1507 293 137 78 39 20 235 117
8 157 20 1193 98 117 98 1467 254 98 117 98 39 117 176
9 196 59 1037 157 98 78 1565 235 98 59 117 39 117 98

10 98 0 1193 59 59 98 1487 235 39 137 20 20 176 196
11 254 20 822 137 78 117 1487 235 39 137 39 137 137 78
12 274 39 959 78 98 117 1565 254 176 176 39 59 215 157
13 352 20 880 39 78 117 1213 254 137 78 39 20 117 78
14 215 117 1017 98 20 157 1193 157 137 39 39 39 157 117
15 254 39 1037 78 20 137 1565 137 98 157 39 20 235 98
16 235 0 1350 98 117 137 1252 274 59 59 78 59 235 39
17 333 78 1311 39 39 157 1370 117 98 39 78 20 78 215
18 293 59 1037 78 39 176 1291 117 39 137 39 39 137 157
19 274 0 1370 117 0 215 1409 235 59 39 20 20 117 98

Table 3. The traffic demand OD of BRT vehicles and regular buses (veh/h).

Cycle
No O1–D4 O3–D6 O4–D1 O6–D3

1 39 78 59 20
2 59 59 117 59
3 20 78 98 59
4 39 20 98 59
5 39 59 0 137
6 59 78 59 20
7 98 39 20 0
8 39 20 78 39
9 78 59 98 0
10 39 59 117 98
11 39 0 78 20
12 39 20 39 98
13 0 39 59 39
14 59 117 117 59
15 39 39 117 39
16 59 39 59 0
17 59 117 117 20
18 0 20 98 0
19 98 20 39 0

Table 4. The occupancy of vehicle types in different lanes.

Vehicle Types Lanes Occupancy

General vehicles All lanes 1.5

Regular buses South bound of side road 20.0
North bound of side road 56.5

BRT vehicles
South bound of BRT road 30.5
North bound of BRT road 70.2

BRT = Bus Rapid Transit.
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3.3. Experiment Plan

The effect of the CNOB TSP strategy will be compared with the FCFS TSP strategy. The evaluation
process was conducted through the following steps:

Step-1: Performance comparison among the signal timing of the FCFS TSP strategy, the signal
timing of the CNOB TSP strategy and the optimized signal timing of the FCFS TSP strategy by
VISSIM-based genetic algorithm optimization (VGAO).

Step-2: Sensitivity analysis between the CNOB TSP strategy and the FCFS TSP strategy to various
proportions of bus priority requests.

The signal phase setting is shown in Figure 7. The first phase is the priority phase. The simulation
period is 3600 s. The TSP signal timings of Step-1 and Step-2 are shown in Table 5. They were run
10 times with different simulation random seeds and took the mean as the test results. The average
delay per person (the average delay per person at the intersection can be acquired from VISSIM
simulation) was used to evaluate the performance of different TSP signal timings. The findings show
that the average delay per person represents a suitable objective function for the TSP evaluation to
minimize the negative impact on the entire intersection [8,37,38].

Table 5. The TSP signal timings of different experiments.

Experiment No 1 2 3 4 5
TSP Strategy FCFS CNOB FCFS CNOB FCFS CNOB FCFS CNOB VGAO-FCFS

First Phase
(priority phase)

Max_GreenTime 86 86 86 86 86 86 86 86 86
Min_GreenTime 66 66 66 66 50 50 50 50 50

Amber 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
All-Red 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Max_call 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 [3,10]
Extend 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 [3,10]

Duration 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 [3,34]
Threshold_Arr[1] — 4 — 5 — 4 — 5

Increment[1] — 5 — 8 — 5 — 8

Second Phase
(non-priority

phase)

Max_GreenTime 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34
Min_GreenTime 24 24 15 15 24 24 15 15 15

Amber 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
All-Red 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Threshold_Sto[1] — 2 — 2 — 2 — 2 —
Decrement[1] — 5 — 10 — 5 — 10 —

Third Phase
(non-priority

phase)

Max_GreenTime 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
Min_GreenTime 30 30 22 22 30 30 22 22 22

Amber 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
All-Red 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

Threshold_Sto[2] — 3 — 3 — 3 — 3 —
Decrement[2] — 4 — 6 — 4 — 6 —

TSP = transit signal priority, FCFS = first-come-first-served, CNOB = cumulative number of buses, VGAO =
VISSIM-based genetic algorithm optimization.

In Step-1, VGAO can efficiently search for the best solution because of the signal timing evolution
and the high-fidelity VISSIM simulation [7,8]. Genetic algorithm is a stochastic search algorithm
based on natural genetics and the mechanisms of natural selection [4,39,40]. The VGAO is good at
solving the problems of combinatorial optimization and uncertain optimization [4]. It has proven
to be an effective methodology to optimize traffic signal timing [7,8]. To ensure a fair comparison,
compared with the signal timing of the FCFS TSP strategy without VGAO, each signal phase of VGAO
for the FCFS TSP strategy has the max variation range of green time (shown in Table 5). The VGAO
for the FCFS TSP strategy firstly optimizes the basic signal timing parameters, and then optimizes
the TSP parameters. The optimization process uses an average delay per person as its fitness [23].
The values of VGAO parameters were as follows: The maximum number of generations was 50, the
total number of populations was 30, the protection number of populations was 6, the elimination
number of populations was 3, the crossover number of populations was 12, the mutation number of
populations was 3, the convergence threshold was 1.
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In Step-2, the different proportions of bus TSP requests were chosen to run the signal timing of
the FCFS TSP strategy and the CNOB TSP strategy. The proportions of bus priority requests in Table 4
were 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100%, respectively.

In addition, active TSP control essentially belongs to inductive signal control. The control effect
will be changed by the real-time arrival data of traffic flow, especially by the random arrival of buses.
However, the results of VGAO are only effective for the given traffic flow data and cannot reflect the
real-time changes in traffic flow. Therefore, the result of VGAO for the FCFS TSP strategy is only
used as a reference value. The simulation result of the FCFS TSP strategy without VGAO is used as a
comparison baseline in all experiments.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Performance Comparison

4.1.1. Delay Analysis

From Figures 8 and 9, compared with the signal timing of the FCFS TSP strategy, the CNOB
TSP strategy can significantly reduce the average delay per person at the intersection and can get a
relatively reasonable value of average vehicle delay for non-priority phases. Experimental data were
statistically analyzed by one-way ANOVA. The statistical results (shown in Table 6) indicate that there
is a significant difference for average delay per person between the CNOB TSP strategy and the FCFS
TSP strategy for each experiment (P < 0.01). For Experiment 2 and Experiment 4, the green time ranges
of non-priority phases are relatively large, the average vehicle delay for non-priority phases differs
significantly between the CNOB TSP strategy and the FCFS TSP strategy (P < 0.01). However, the
situation is the opposite for Experiment 1 and Experiment 3. For Experiment 1 and Experiment 3,
the green time ranges of the non-priority phases are relatively small, the average vehicle delay for
non-priority phases has no significant difference between the CNOB TSP strategy and the FCFS TSP
strategy (P > 0.05). Therefore, the performance of the CNOB TSP strategy will be better at reducing
both the average delay per person at the intersection and the average vehicle delay of non-priority
phases when the green time ranges of non-priority phases are relatively large.
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Figure 8. The average delay per person at the intersection.
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Figure 9. The average vehicle delay of the non-priority phases. VGAO = VISSIM-based genetic
algorithm optimization.

Table 6. The results of one-way ANOVA (P-value).

Experiment No 1 2 3 4

Average delay per person (s) 5.42 × 10−6 3.42 × 10−5 8.87 × 10−10 7.11 × 10−7

Average vehicle delay(s) 0.40304364 1.23 × 10−4 0.23675712 2.18 × 10−4

Compared with the optimized timing of the FCFS TSP strategy by VGAO, the signal timing of
the CNOB TSP strategy can produce a small value of average delay per person without using TSP
optimization even when the range of green time is large. Meanwhile, it can produce a relatively
reasonable value of average vehicle delay for non-priority phases. Therefore, the above analysis
shows that the CNOB TSP strategy can not only significantly reduce the average delay per person
without using TSP optimization but can also reduce the adverse impact on the general vehicles of
non-bus-priority approaches for the intersections with a lot of bus arrivals.

4.1.2. Green Extension Analysis

Figure 10 shows the green extension time of the first phase (the priority phase). There are 16 signal
cycles out of the 28 total signal cycles with extended green time after their minimum green time has
elapsed. Within these 16 signal cycles, there are eight signal cycles where the extended green time
was caused by the existence of buses in the arrival section. This shows that the CNOB TSP strategy
can significantly improve the implementation efficiency of the green extension strategy. In addition,
the other eight signal cycles extend the green time because buses arrived at the TSP request lines at
the right time (shown in Figure 1). There are two reasons for this. One is buses randomly arrive at
TSP request lines. The other one is the combined effect of different TSP parameters such as Max_call,
Extend, and Duration [24].

4.1.3. Early Green Analysis

Figures 11 and 12 show the truncation time of the second and third phase. If no buses exist in
the storage section, the truncation time of non-priority will be zero. The remaining signal cycles will
truncate the green time according to the number of buses in the storage section. From Figures 11
and 12, the variation trend of truncation time matches the number of buses in the storage section well.
This shows that the CNOB TSP strategy can significantly improve the implementation efficiency of an
early green strategy. In addition, the greater the elapsed time of the signal cycle, the larger the number
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of buses in the storage section is. The number of buses in the storage section in the third phase is
larger than in the second phase. Therefore, the value of parameter Threshold_Sto[i] (shown in Table 1)
is changed from small to large. The value of parameter Decrement[i] (shown in Table 1) is changed
inversely. This setting can also improve the implementation efficiency of the early green strategy.
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Figure 10. The green extension time of the first phase.
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Figure 11. The truncation time of the second phase.
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Figure 12. The truncation time of the third phase.

4.2. Sensitivity Analysis

From Figure 13, the average delay per person for the CNOB TSP strategy is lower than the FCFS
TSP strategy in different priority request proportions. Compared with the FCFS TSP strategy, the
percent decrease of average delay per person for the CNOB TSP strategy improves gradually as the
priority request proportion increases.
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When the priority request proportion is relatively low, the early green strategy will play a major
role in the TSP strategy, so the reduced green time of the FCFS TSP strategy is larger than the CNOB
TSP strategy. However, the green extension of the CNOB TSP strategy is more effective than the FCFS
TSP strategy, so the increased green time of the CNOB TSP strategy is larger than the FCFS TSP strategy.
Under the combined effect of these two strategies, the gap of average delay per person between the
CNOB TSP strategy and the FCFS TSP strategy is relatively small.

When the priority request proportion is relatively high, the final green time of non-priority phases
is close to their respective minimum green times, and there is little green time left to reduce. However,
in this case, the green extension of the CNOB TSP strategy is more effective than the FCFS TSP strategy,
so the gap of average delay per person between the CNOB TSP strategy and FCFS TSP strategy becomes
larger as the priority request proportion increases. Therefore, the variation trend of average delay per
person shows that the CNOB TSP strategy can improve the TSP implementation efficiency for the
intersections with a lot of bus arrivals.
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Figure 13. The average delay per person in different priority request proportions.

If the maximum green time equals the minimum green time for a signal phase, with or without
the active TSP, the control effect will have no change. Therefore, from Figure 14, when the green time
ranges of the non-priority phases are relatively small (Experiment 1 and Experiment 3), the average
vehicle delay of non-priority phases for the CNOB TSP strategy is close to the FCFS TSP strategy in
different priority request proportions.

On the contrary, from Figure 14, when the green time ranges of the non-priority phases are
relatively large (Experiment 2 and Experiment 4), the average vehicle delay of non-priority phases for
the CNOB TSP strategy is lower than the FCFS TSP strategy in different priority request proportions.
Therefore, when the green time ranges of non-priority phases are relatively large, the variation trend of
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average vehicle delay shows that the CNOB TSP strategy can significantly reduce the adverse impact
on the general vehicles of non-bus-priority approaches for the intersections with a lot of bus arrivals.

Compared with the FCFS TSP strategy, the average vehicle delay of non-priority phases for the
CNOB TSP strategy is lower than the FCFS TSP strategy when the priority request proportion is
relatively low. Compared with the FCFS TSP strategy, the percent decrease of average vehicle delay
for the CNOB TSP strategy reduces gradually as the priority request proportion increases. When the
priority request proportion is relatively high, the final green time of non-priority phases is close to
their respective minimum green times. In this case, there is little green time left to reduce, so the green
extension strategy will play a major role in the average vehicle delay of the non-priority phase, and the
final green time of the priority phase increases gradually as the number of bus arrivals increases.
Therefore, the gap of average vehicle delay for non-priority phases is gradually reduced between the
CNOB TSP strategy and the FCFS TSP strategy as the priority request proportion increases. The average
vehicle delay of non-priority phases for the FCFS TSP strategy may even be lower than the CNOB TSP
strategy as the number of bus arrivals continuously increases.
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Figure 14. The average vehicle delay of non-priority phases in different priority request proportions.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed the CNOB TSP strategy based on the Siemens 2070 signal controller to
improve the TSP implementation efficiency for the intersections with a lot of bus arrivals. Besides the
TSP request line, the CNOB TSP strategy adds the arrival detection line and the departure detection
line onto the basis of the FCFS TSP strategy. The number of bus arrivals between the arrival line and
the TSP request line will be used to calculate the value of Max_call time for the priority phase. With the
extension of Max_call time, the CNOB TSP strategy can effectively adjust the max call time of the
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priority phase to match the random arrival of buses and improve the efficiency of green extension
strategy for the intersections with a lot of bus arrivals. The number of storage buses between the TSP
request line and the departure line will be used to calculate the final green time of the non-priority
phase. With the adjustment of control logic, the CNOB TSP strategy will decrease the truncation
extent of green time. The early green strategy will be better suited for the intersections with a lot of
bus arrivals.

Performance comparison and sensitivity analysis are conducted to evaluate the effect of the CNOB
TSP strategy. Compared with the signal timing of the FCFS TSP strategy and the optimized signal
timing of the TSP strategy by VGAO, the signal timing of the CNOB TSP strategy can reduce both
the average delay per person at the intersection and the average vehicle delay of non-priority phases
without using TSP optimization. For the CNOB TSP strategy, more signal cycles will extend the final
green time of the priority phase because of the bus arrivals in the arrival section when priority phases
are active, and the signal cycles will truncate the green time of non-priority phases more reasonably
because of the bus arrivals in the storage section when non-priority phases are active.

Sensitivity analysis validates that the CNOB TSP strategy is better suited for the intersections
with a lot of bus arrivals. The gap of average delay per person between the CNOB TSP strategy and
FCFS TSP strategy becomes larger as the priority request proportion increases. The variation trend of
average delay per person shows that the CNOB TSP strategy can improve the TSP implementation
efficiency for the intersections with a lot of bus arrivals. When the green time ranges of non-priority
phases are relatively large, the average vehicle delay of non-priority phases for the CNOB TSP strategy
is lower than the FCFS TSP strategy in different priority request proportions. The variation trend of
average vehicle delay shows that the CNOB TSP strategy can significantly reduce the adverse impact
on the general vehicles of non-bus-priority approaches when the green time ranges of non-priority
phases are relatively large for the intersections with a lot of bus arrivals.

Future research along these lines will focus on improving the CNOB TSP strategy by considering
more factors. Factors such as the number of passengers and the schedule adherence of buses can be
considered to calculate the Max_call time of the priority phase, and the final green time of non-priority
phases. Moreover, the TSP parameters such as Extend or Duration can also be considered to improve
the control logic of the CNOB TSP strategy. In addition, whether accepting one TSP request or multiple
TSP requests, the CNOB TSP strategy can effectively adjust the green time of the priority phase to
match the random arrival of buses and reasonably control the reduced green time of non-priority
phases even when the signal controller is not connected to the central transit control center. This
paper focused on the improvement of active TSP control logic for the single computer system and did
not consider other system architectures for checking TSP conditions before the request is sent to the
signal controller. Therefore, the TSP conditions, such as transit schedule information, general vehicle
information, and saturation degree restriction of non-bus-priority approaches, will also be considered
for future research to improve the active TSP control logic.
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